






Rearrange the sentence : 

(A) But that was until the Covid -19 pandemic transformed (B) 

/ and the way business is conducted (C)/ the world as we know 

it, postponing the Tokyo Olympics for a year  (D)/ as well as 

disrupting international travel (E)/ No rearrangement required
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A. ABCD

B. BDCA

C. ACDB

D. ADCB

E. No correction required

HOMEWORK





Word of the Day
ABHORRENT (Adj.) : घणृास्पद

That makes you feel hate or disgust

Synonym: Detestable , Loathsome , Abominable

Antonyms : Admirable , Loved

Sentence: Such a savage punishment is abhorrent to a 

civilized society.





FILLERS

LET’S START 

ARE YOU READY ?



In each of the questions given below , an incomplete 

sentence which must be filled/completed with one of 

the sentences given below. Choose the correct 

option and complete the given sentences.
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The body was taken into custody and police stations of nearby 

districts ________ her identity.

1. Were commanded to reveal

2. Were commanded to conceal

3. Were forced to hide

4. Were ordered to trace

5. Were reluctant to know

Solution : Option 4



We need data so that various government schemes for 

different categories  ________ smoothly.

1. Can be implemented

2. Can be debarred

3. Can be executed

4. Can be resolved

5. Can be entered into

Solution : Option 1



A question on the form asks whether parents of the applicant 

________ occupation.

1. Are involved in a disguised

2. Are indulged in the illegal

3. Are engaged in a clean

4. Are absorbed in the self created

5. Are engaged in an unclean

Solution : Option 5



A sentence with two blanks is given , followed by 5 

options. The correct answer must fill both the blanks 

to make the sentence meaningfully and 

grammatically correct. 
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There were screams , chills , and thrills ________ at the 

discotheque the other night as the director along with the producers 

hosted a part to  ________ the success of their latest horror flick.

1. Combined , Downplay

2. Alike , Mourn

3. Experience , Mark

4. Galore , Celebrate

5. Plenty , Notify

Solution : Option 4



When you want to digitalize a city ________ with millions , you 

don’t bet  ________ the odds.

1. Proceeding , Into

2. Teeming , Against

3. Undergoing , Adhere

4. Falling , Above

5. Growling , As

Solution : Option 2



A theory is ________ evaluated to the degree that its 

concepts  ________ to themselves a verification by 

independent investigators.

1. Critically , Pertain

2. Positively , Lend

3. Obviously , Yield

4. Alarmingly, Introduce

5. Delightfully, Submit

Solution : Option 1



The apex court has described corruption as a serious ________ and 

one impinging on the economy. In 2013 , the protection given to 

sitting legislators from immediate ________ was removed. Further, 

common sense would suggest that disqualification should be more 

strictly applied to those ________ for corruption.

1. Malady, Disqualification ,  Repulsion

2. Infatuated , Enamored , Repulsed

3. Malady , Disqualification , Convicted

4. Infatuated , Enamored , Convicted

5. None of these

Solution : Option 3



Those were ________ days as the whole nation, and Delhi in particular, was 

engulfed in communal riots________ from the partition. Today , however, 

the serenity of the place and its surroundings ________ the anger, the hurt, 

and the guilt experienced by all those who came to bid the Mahatma adieu at 

this place on January 30, 1948.

1. Tumultuous, Emanating, Betrays

2. Cluttered, Kempt, Shroud

3. Cluttered, Emanating, Betrays

4. Tumultuous, Kempt, Shroud

5. None of these

Solution : Option 1



Attitude determines the lifestyle of a person and it develops when ________ 

is followed by projection . Positive and negative attitudes are ________ by 

an individual over a period of time and according to their development , 

human beings fall into three categories : there are those who imagine and 

project difficulties ________ any undertaking even before they start work 

and end up doing nothing.

1. Vaunt, Brandish, To

2. Vaunt, Acquired, In

3. Perception, Brandish, To

4. Perception, Acquired, In

5. None of these

Solution : Option 4



The most important step towards the haven of security is to  ________ in the 

senses , which , if not kept in control, carry off even the wisest to the  

________ .Physical starving of the senses works but as a temporary purpose 

; it is only when the intellect realizes its moorings in the highest and 

prevents the mind from ________ that one can feel secure.

1. Rein, Abyss, Briskly

2. Rein , Abyss , Wandering

3. Palliative , Recur , Briskly

4. Palliative , Recur , Wandering

5. None of these

Solution : Option 2



The Competition Commission with a ________ to protect the consumer 

from industry   ________ has been fully functional for eight years now and 

has ________ a good reputation for itself.

1. Goal , Monsters , Performed

2. Command , Monopoly , Priced

3. Mandate , Cartelization , Earned

4. Score , Growth , Reached

5. Goal , Threats , Gained

Solution : Option 3



The ________ for debt –waiver programmes comes from the theoretical 

argument that a high level of outstanding debt ________ the incentive for 

the debtor to  ________ effort to repay.

1. Support , Reduces , Exert

2. Opposition , Increases , Increase

3. Disapproval , Forces , Minimize

4. Notice , Moves . Creditors

5. Help , Hinder , Toil

Solution : Option 1



With weapons stolen from the government , a group of   ________ began to 

unleash ________ on citizens worldwide and plan to get rich in the process-

until a young man accidentally finds the kill switch to ________ their plans .

1. Attacker , Lawfulness , Devise

2. Gangsters , Havoc , Succeed

3. Warrior , Freedom , Withdraw

4. Belligerents , Anarchy , Destroy

5. Hooligans , Laxity , Ruin

Solution : Option 4



Even now , after the chaos caused by India’s decision last November to 

________ nearly 90% of its banknotes , few people would argue with the 

policy’s ________ assumption : Going cashless is , if ________  well, a 

good thing.

1. Reduce , Hidden , Transferred

2. Eliminate , Underlying , Handled

3. Find , Dominating , Performed

4. Hide , Valued , Viewed

5. Defunct , Inherent , Wielded

Solution : Option 2



But Charles owed a grudge against Holland , and he was 

determined to ________ it.

1. Quantity

2. Speculation

3. Specify

4. Quality

5. Gratify
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